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Abstract
Non-convex optimization with global convergence guarantees is gaining significant
interest in machine learning research in recent years. However, while most works con-
sider either offline settings in which all data is given beforehand, or simple online
stochastic i.i.d. settings, very little is known about non-convex optimization for ad-
versarial online learning settings. In this paper we focus on the problem of Online
Principal Component Analysis in the regret minimization framework. For this prob-
lem, all existing regret minimization algorithms for the fully-adversarial setting are
based on a positive semidefinite convex relaxation, and hence require quadratic mem-
ory and SVD computation (either thin of full) on each iteration, which amounts to
at least quadratic runtime per iteration. This is in stark contrast to a corresponding
stochastic i.i.d. variant of the problem, which was studied extensively lately, and
admits very efficient gradient ascent algorithms that work directly on the natural
non-convex formulation of the problem, and hence require only linear memory and
linear runtime per iteration. This raises the question: can non-convex online gradient
ascent algorithms be shown to minimize regret in online adversarial settings?
In this paper we take a step forward towards answering this question. We intro-
duce an adversarially-perturbed spiked-covariance model in which, each data point is
assumed to follow a fixed stochastic distribution with a non-zero spectral gap in the
covariance matrix, but is then perturbed with some adversarial vector. This model
is a natural extension of a well studied standard stochastic setting that allows for
non-stationary (adversarial) patterns to arise in the data and hence, might serve as
a significantly better approximation for real-world data-streams. We show that in an
interesting regime of parameters, when the non-convex online gradient ascent algo-
rithm is initialized with a “warm-start” vector, it provably minimizes the regret with
high probability. We further discuss the possibility of computing such a “warm-start”
vector, and also the use of regularization to obtain fast regret rates. Our theoretical
findings are supported by empirical experiments on both synthetic and real-world
data.
1 Introduction
Nonconvex optimization is ubiquitous in contemporary machine learning, ranging from
optimization over sparse vectors or low-rank matrices to training Deep Neural Networks.
While traditional (yet still highly active) research on nonconvex optimization focuses
mostly on efficient convergence to stationary points, which in general need not even be a
local minima, let alone a global one (e.g., [1, 2, 3, 9]), a more-recent line of work focuses
on proving convergence to global minima, usually under certain simplifying assumptions
that on one hand make the nonconvex problem tractable, and on the other hand, are
sufficiently reasonable in some scenarios of interest (see for instance [11, 15, 8, 6, 21]
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to name only a few). One of the most studied and well known nonconvex optimization
problems in machine learning underlies the fundamental task of Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [30, 19, 22], in which, given a set of N vectors in Rd, one wishes to find
a k-dimensional subspace for k << d, such that the projections of these vectors onto
this subspace is closest in square-error to the original vectors. It is well known that the
optimal subspace corresponds to the span of the top k eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix of the data-points. Henceforth, we focus our discussion to the case k = 1, i.e.,
extracting the top principal component. Quite remarkably, while this problem is non-
convex (since extracting the top eigenvector amounts to maximizing a convex function
over the unit Euclidean ball), a well known iterative algorithm known as Power Method
(or Power Iterations, see for instance [16]), which simply starts with a random unit vector
and repeatedly applies the covariance matrix to it (and then normalizes the result to have
unit norm), converges to the global optimal solution rapidly. The convergence guarantee
of the PM, can also be shown to imply that the nonconvex projected gradient ascent
method with random initialization and a fixed step-size also converges to the top principal
component. 1
In a recent line of work, the convergence of non-convex gradient methods for PCA
was extended to a natural online stochastic i.i.d. setting of the problem, in which, given
a stream of data points sampled i.i.d. from a fixed (unknown) distribution, the goal is
to converge to the top eigenvector of the covariance matrix of the underlying distribution
as the sample size increases, yielding algorithms that require only linear memory (i.e., do
not need to store the entire sample or large portions of it at any time) and linear runtime
to process each data point, see for instance [28, 7, 32, 20, 4, 25, 36].
In a second recent line of research, researchers have considered Online PCA as a
sequential decision problem in the adversarial framework of regret minimization (aka
online learning, see for instance the introductory texts [10, 17, 31]), e.g., [34, 35, 29,
12, 14, 5]. In this framework, for each data-point, the online algorithm is required to
predict a unit vector (i.e., a subspace of dimension one, recall we are in the case k = 1)
before observing the data-point, and the goal is to minimize regret which is the difference
between the square-error of the predictions made and the square-error of the principal
component of the entire sequence of data. Different from the i.i.d. stochastic setting, in
this framework, the data may be completely arbitrary (though assumed to be bounded
in norm), and need not follow a simple generative model. Formally, the regret is given by
regret :=
N∑
i=1
‖xi −wiw>i xt‖22 − min‖w‖2=1
N∑
i=1
‖xi −ww>xt‖22,
where {xi}i∈[N ] ⊂ Rd is the sequence of data points, and {wi}i∈[N ] is the sequence of
predictions made by the online algorithm. Using standard manipulations, it can be shown
that
regret = max
‖w‖2=1
N∑
i=1
(w>xt)2 −
N∑
i=1
(w>i xi)
2 = λ1
(
N∑
t=1
xix
>
i
)
−
N∑
t=1
(w>i xi)
2,
where λ1(·) denotes the largest (signed) eigenvalue of a real symmetric matrix.
Naturally, the arbitrary nature of the data in the online learning setting, makes the
problem much more difficult than the stochastic i.i.d. setting. Notably, all current algo-
rithms which minimize regret in this fully-adversarial setting cannot directly tackle the
1This follows since the steps of PGA can be rewritten as applying PM steps to a scaled and shifted
version of the original matrix that preserves the leading eigenvector.
2
natural nonconvex formulation of the problem, but consider a well known (tight) con-
vex relaxation, which “lifts” the decision variable from the unit Euclidean ball in Rd to
the set of all d × d positive semidefinite matrices of unit trace (aka the spectrahedron).
While this reformulation allows to obtain regret-minimizing algorithms in the online ad-
versarial settings (since the problem becomes convex), they are dramatically less efficient
than the standard nonconvex gradient methods. In particular, all such algorithms require
quadratic memory (i.e., O(d2)), and require either a thin or full-rank SVD computation
of a full-rank matrix to process each data point, which amounts to at least quadratic
runtime per data point (for non trivially-sparse data), see [34, 35, 29, 12, 14, 5]. This
phenomena naturally raises the question:
Can Nonconvex Online Gradient Ascent be shown to minimize regret for the Online
PCA problem?
While in this paper we do not provide a general answer (either positive or negative), we
do take a step forward towards understanding the applicability of nonconvex gradient
methods to the Online PCA problem. We introduce a “semi-adversarial” setting, which
we refer to as adversarially-perturbed spiked-covariance model, which assumes the data
follows a standard i.i.d. stochastic distribution with a covariance matrix that admits a
non-zero spectral gap, however, each data point is then perturbed by some arbitrary,
possibly adversarial, vector of non-trivial magnitude. We view this model as a natural
extension of the standard stochastic model (which was studied extensively in recent years,
see references above) due to its ability to capture arbitrary (adversarial) patterns in the
data. Hence, we believe the suggested model might provide a much better approximation
for real-world data streams. We formally prove that in a certain regime of parameters,
which concerns both the spectral properties of the distribution covariance and the magni-
tude of adversarial perturbations, given a “warm-start” initialization which is sufficiently
correlated with the top principal component of the stochastic distribution, the natural
nonconvex online gradient ascent algorithm guarantees an O˜(
√
N) regret bound with high
probability. In particular, the algorithm requires only O(d) memory and O(d) runtime per
data point. We further discuss the possibilities of computing such a ”warm-start” vector
(i.e., initializing from a ”cold-start”). Moreover, we explore the possibility of adding reg-
ularization to the algorithm, which as we show, under the same assumptions on the data
and the same ”warm-start” initialization, allows to obtain a poly(logN) regret bound,
still using only O(d) memory and runtime per data point. 2
Finally, we present empirical experiments with both synthetic and real-world datasets
which complement our theoretical analysis.
1.1 Related work
Besides the works [34, 35, 29, 12, 14, 5] mentioned above, which consider online algorithms
for the fully-adversarial setting, in a very recent work [26], the authors have introduced an
online PCA setting in which the data-points (the vectors {xi}i∈[n]) are drawn i.i.d. from
a fixed (unknown) distribution, however the feedback observed by the algorithm on each
round i is a perturbed version xi+yi, where yi is an arbitrary (e.g., adversarial) noise. The
authors show that under the conditions maxi∈[N ] ‖xi‖2 ≤ 1 and
∑N
i=1 ‖yi‖2+‖yi‖22 ≤
√
N ,
the natural nonconvex online gradient ascent guarantees O(
√
N) regret with high prob-
ability (see Theorem 3.2 in [26]) w.r.t. the original sequence {xi}i∈[N ] (i.e., without the
2Note that in the fully-adversarial setting (i.e., there is no stochastic component), there is a Ω(
√
N)
lower bound on the regret, see for instance [35].
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noise). While this model which combines stochastic and adversarial components is some-
what similar to ours, there are three major differences. First, in our setting the adversarial
component is considered part of the data, and hence is included in the definition of the
regret, while in [26], the adversarial component is considered only as noisy feedback to the
algorithm and is not considered part of the data (and corresponding regret bound). Sec-
ond, while in [26] it is required that the sum of magnitudes of the adversarial components
is only sublinear in the sequence length (
√
N , as discussed above), which intuitively makes
these components negligible in the regret analysis, in this work, as we discuss in the next
section, we allow each adversarial component to be of constant magnitude, independent
of the sequence length, and hence overall, the noisy components are non negligible in the
regret analysis. Third, while [26] only gives an O(
√
N) regret bound, we show that with
proper regularization (which does not change the overall complexity of the algorithm), a
regret bound of poly(logN) can be obtained.
In another recent work [27], the authors consider the application of the online mirror
decent algorithm to the stochastic online PCA problem (i.e., when the data points are
sampled i.i.d. from a fixed unknown distribution). This mirror descent algorithm works
on the convex semidefinite relaxation of the problem discussed above (and hence requires
a potentially-expensive matrix factorization on each iteration). The authors show that
under a spectral gap assumption in the distribution covariance matrix, adding strongly-
convex regularization (w.r.t. the Euclidean norm) to the algorithm can improve the regret
bound from O(
√
N) to poly(logN). In this work we draw inspiration from this observa-
tion, and show that also in our model which combines stochastic data with adversarial
data, the addition of a regularizing term can improve the regret bound of the nonconvex
online gradient method from O˜(
√
N) to poly(logN).
2 Assumptions and Results
In this section we formally introduce our assumptions and main result. As discussed
in the introduction, since our aim is make progress on a highly non-trivial problem of
providing global convergence guarantees for a non-convex optimization algorithm in an
online adversarial setting, our results do not hold for arbitrary (bounded) data, as is
usually standard in convex online learning settings, but only for a more restricted family
of input streams, namely those which follow a model we refer to in this paper as the
adversarially-perturbed spiked-covariance model. Next we formally introduce this model.
2.1 Adversarially-Perturbed Spiked-Covariance Model
Throughout the paper we assume the data, i.e., the vectors {xt}t∈[N ], satisfy the following
assumption.
Assumption 1 (Perturbed Spiked Covariance Model). We say a sequence of N vectors
{xt}t∈[N ] ⊂ Rd satisfies Assumption 1, if for all t ∈ [N ], xt can be written as xt = qt+vt,
where {qt}t∈[N ] are sampled i.i.d. from a distribution D and {vt}t∈[N ] is a sequence of
arbitrary bounded vectors such that the following conditions hold:
1. the vectors {vt}t∈[N ] all lie in a Euclidean ball of radius V centered at the origin,
i.e., maxt∈[N ] ‖vt‖2 ≤ V
2. the support of D is contained in a Euclidean ball of radius R centered at the origin,
i.e., supq∈support(D) ‖q‖2 ≤ R
4
3. D has zero mean, i.e., Eq∼D[q] = 0
4. the covariance matrix Q := Eq∼D[qq>], admits an eigengap δ(Q) := λ1(Q)−λ2(Q)
which satisfies δ(Q) ≥ V√2λ1(Q) + V 2 + ε, for some ε > 0.
We now make a few remarks regarding Assumption 1. Item (1) assumes that the
adversarial perturbations are bounded which is standard in the online learning literature,
Item (2) is also a standard assumption, which is used to apply standard concentration
arguments for sums of i.i.d random variables. Item (3), i.e., the assumption that the
distribution as zero mean, while often standard, is not mandatory in general for our
analysis technique to hold, however since it greatly simplifies the analysis we make it.
To better understand Item (4), it helps to think of δ(Q), V 2, ε as quantities propor-
tional to λ1(Q), i.e., consider δ(Q) = cδλ1(Q), V
2 = cV λ1(Q), ε = cελ1(Q), for some
universal constants cδ, cV , cε ∈ (0, 1). Now, Item (4) in the assumption boils down the
the condition cδ ≥
√
2cV + c2V + cε
3. That is, the eigengap in the covariance Q needs
to dominate the adversarial perturbations in a certain way. Note that in principle, this
regime of parameters still allows the ratio V/R (i.e., ratio between maximal magnitude
of adversarial component and maximal magnitude of stochastic component) to even be a
universal constant. It is also important to note that the assumption of a non-negligeble
eigengap in the covariance matrix is natural for PCA and is often observed in practice.
We further discuss this assumption after presenting our main theorem - Theorem 1 in the
following subsection.
Connection with stochastic i.i.d. models: note that when setting V = 0 in As-
sumption 1 (i.e., there is no adversarial component), our setting reduces to the well studied
standard stochastic i.i.d. setting. In particular, in this case item (4) in Assumption 1
simply reduces to the standard assumption in this model that the covariance admits an
eigengap bounded away from zero (δ(Q) ≥ ε). Hence, the model introduced above can be
seen as a natural, yet highly non-trivial, extension of the standard stochastic model to a
“more expressive” online adversarial model, that might serve as a better approximation
for real-world data-streams in online-computation environments.
2.2 Algorithm and Convergence Result
For simplicity of the analysis we consider the data as arriving in blocks of length `, where
` is a parameter to be determined later. Towards this end, we assume that N = T` for
some integer T and we consider prediction in T rounds, such that on each round t ∈ [T ],
the algorithm predicts on all ` vectors in the tth block, which we denote by x
(1)
t , . . . ,x
(`)
t .
It is important to emphasize that, while our algorithm considers the original data in
blocks, it requires only O(d) memory and O(d) time to process each data point x
(i)
t for
any t ∈ [T ], i ∈ [`].
Our algorithm, which we refer to as nonconvex online gradient ascent, is given be-
low (see Algorithm 1). Our algorithm comes in two variants, one without additional
regularization and one with. As can be seen the non-regularized version is equivalent
to applying the Online Gradient Ascent algorithm [37, 17] with the payoff function
ft(wˆ) :=
1
2
∑`
i=1(w
>x(i)t )2 on each round t ∈ [T ], where w is constrained to be a unit
vector (though here we recall that the payoff function is not concave in w, and the feasible
3 or alternatively, cV ≤
√
1 + (cδ − cε)2 − 1 ≤ (cδ − cε)2/2, where the last inequality follows from the
standard inequality
√
a+ b ≤ √a+ b
2
√
a
.
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set is not convex). The regularized version is similar, but considers the regularized payoff
function fαt (w) :=
1
2
∑`
i=1(w
>x(i)t )2 − α2 ‖w‖22. 4
Algorithm 1 Nonconvex Online Gradient Ascent for Online PCA
1: input: unit vector wˆ1, sequence of positive learning rates {ηt}t≥1, regularization pa-
rameter α ≥ 0.
2: for t = 1 . . . T do
3: predict vector wˆt
4: observe ` vectors x
(1)
t , . . . ,x
(`)
t and payoff
∑`
i=1(wˆ
>
t x
(i)
t )
2
5: compute the update
wˆt+1 ← wˆt+ηt
∑`
i=1 x
(i)
t x
(i)>
t wˆt
‖wˆt+ηt
∑`
i=1 x
(i)
t x
(i)>
t wˆt‖2
{without regularization}
OR
wˆt+1 ← (1−ηtα)wˆt+ηt
∑`
i=1 x
(i)
t x
(i)>
t wˆt
‖(1−ηtα)wˆt+ηt
∑`
i=1 x
(i)
t x
(i)>
t wˆt‖2
{with regularization}
6: end for
The following two theorem state our main results.
Theorem 1. [convergence of Algorithm 1 without regularization (α = 0) and constant
learning rate] Consider a sequence of vectors {xt}t∈[N ] which follows Assumption 1 and fix
p ∈ (0, 1). For N large enough, there exists an integer ` = O
(
R4λ1(Q)2
(δ(Q)2−V 2(2λ1(Q)+V 2))2 log
dN
p
)
,
such that applying Algorithm 1 with blocks of length ` and initialization wˆ1 which satisfies
(wˆ>1 x)
2 ≥ 1− δ(Q)− V
2
2λ1(Q)
(
1− δ(Q)
9λ1(Q)
)
,
where x is the leading eigenvector of Q (as defined in Assumption 1), and with a constant
learning rate ηt = η =
1√
T`(R+V )2
for all t ∈ [T ] and without regularization (i.e., α = 0),
guarantees that with probability at least 1− p, the regret is upper-bounded by
O
(√
N log
dN
p
λ1(Q)R
4
δ(Q)2 − V 2(V 2 + λ1(Q))
)
.
Theorem 1 roughly says that when the distribution covariance has a large-enough
eigengap with respect to the adversarial perturbations (item 4 in Assumption 1), then
non-convex OGA converges from a “warm-start” with O˜(
√
N) regret. Intuitively, the
condition on the eigengap implies that the best-in-hindsight eigenvector cannot be far from
x - the leading eigenvector of the distribution covariance by more than a certain constant.
Hence, Theorem 1 can be seen as an online “local” convergence result. Importantly,
it is not hard to show that under the conditions of the theorem, the best-in-hindsight
eigenvector can also be far from both the initial vector wˆ1 and from x by a constant (and
hence in particular both wˆ1 and x can incur linear regret). Hence, while our setting is
4While at this point it may not be immediately clear how the introduction of the regularizer helps,
since we are optimizing over the unit sphere (hence the regularizer has the same value for all feasible
points), it will be apparent in the analysis that it allows to obtain faster rates, similarly to the way that
adding a strongly convex regularizer enables to obtain faster rates in the standard setting of online convex
optimization [17].
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strictly easier than the fully-adversarial online learning setting, it still a highly non-trivial
online learning setting. In particular, all previous algorithms that provably minimize
the regret under the conditions of Theorem 1 require quadratic memory and quadratic
runtime per data-point.
Our second main result shows that the regularized version of Algorithm 1 (i.e., with
α > 0) can guarantee poly-logarithmic regret in N under Assumption 1.
Theorem 2. [convergence of Algorithm 1 with regularization (α > 0)] Consider a se-
quence of vectors {xt}t∈[N ] which follows Assumption 1 and fix p ∈ (0, 1). For N large
enough, there exists an integer ` = O
(
R4λ1(Q)2
(δ(Q)2−V 2(λ1(Q)+V 2))2 log
dN
p
)
, such that applying
Algorithm 1 with blocks of length `, regularization parameter which satisfies
α = Θ
(
`
δ(Q) + V 2
(
δ(Q)2 − V 4 − 2V 2λ1(Q)
))
,
and initialization wˆ1 which satisfies
(wˆ>1 x)
2 ≥ 1− δ(Q)− V
2
2λ1(Q)
(
9
10
− δ(Q)
9λ1(Q)
)
,
where x is the leading eigenvector of Q (as defined in Assumption 1), and with learning
rate ηt =
1
αt+T0
for some T0 ≥ 0 large enough, guarantees that with probability at least
1− p, the regret is upper-bounded by
O
(
R8(δ(Q) + V 2)λ1(Q)
2
(δ(Q)2 − V 4 − 2λ1(Q)V 2)3
log(N) log
(
dN
p
))
.
It is important to note that the ability to obtain a poly-logarithmic regret bound as
Theorem 2 suggests, relies crucially on the eigen-gap assumption in the stochastic covari-
ance matrix in Assumption 1. In particular, for the standard fully-adversarial version of
the problem (i.e., there is no stochastic component in the data vectors) it is not possible in
worst case to improve over the known O(
√
N) bound (see [35]). We see this fact as further
motivation for studying intermediate models that bridge between the fully-adversarial and
fully-stochastic settings, showing that such models can result in much improved conver-
gence guarantees compared to the possibly over-pessimistic fully-adversarial setting.
2.2.1 Computing a ”warm-start” vector
We now discuss the possibility of satisfying the ”warm-start” requirement in Theorem 1.
First, we note that given the possibility to sample i.i.d. points from the underlying
distribution D, it is straightforward to obtain a warm-start vector wˆ1, as required by The-
orem 1, by simply initializing wˆ1 to be the leading eigenvector of the empirical covariance
of a size-n sample of such points. It is not difficult to show via standard tools such as
the Davis-Kahan sin θ theorem and a Matrix-Hoeffding concentration inequality (see for
instance the proof of the following Lemma 1), that for any (, p) ∈ (0, 1)2, a sample of size
n = O
(
R4 ln(d/p)
δ(Q)2
)
suffices, so the outcome wˆ1 satisfies: (wˆ
>
1 x)
2 ≥ 1−  with probability
at least 1− p.
If sampling directly from D is not possible, the following lemma, whose proof is
given in the sequel, shows that with a simple additional assumption on the parame-
ters δ(Q), λ1(Q), V
2, it is possible to obtain the warm-start initialization directly using
data that follows Assumption 1. Moreover, the sample-size n required is independent of
7
the sequence length N , and hence using for instance the first n vectors in the stream to
compute such initialization, deteriorates the overall regret bound in Theorems 1, 2 only
by a low-order term.
Lemma 1. [warm-start] Fix some c ∈ (0, 1] and suppose that in addition to Assumption
1 it also holds that δ(Q) ≥ (32c−1λ1(Q)V 4)1/3. Then, for any p ∈ (0, 1) there exists a
sample size n = O
(
R4λ1 log(d/p)
cδ(Q)3
)
, such that initializing wˆ1 to be the leading eigenvector
of the empirical covariance Xˆ := 1n
∑n
i=1 xix
>
i , where x1, . . . ,xn follow Assumption 1,
guarantees that with probability at least 1− p: (wˆ>1 x)2 ≥ 1− c δ(Q)−V
2
2λ1(Q)
.
3 Analysis
At a high-level, the proof of Theorems 1, 2 relies on the combination of the following
three ideas:
1. We build on the fact that the Online PCA problem, when cast as online linear
optimization over the spectraedron (i.e., when the decision variable is lifted from a
unit vector to a positive semidefinite matrix of unit trace), is online learnable via
a standard application of online gradient ascent, which achieves an O(
√
N) regret
bound in the non-regularized case and O(logN) regret bound with additional regu-
larization (note however that as discussed above, this approach requires a full SVD
computation on each iteration to compute the projection onto the spectrahedron).
2. We prove, that under Assumption 1, the above “inefficient” algorithm, when ini-
tialized with a proper “warm-start” vector, guarantees that the projection onto the
spectrahedron is always a rank-one matrix (hence, only a rank-one SVD computa-
tion per iteration is required).
3. Finally, we show that the nonconvex online gradient ascent algorithm, Algorithm 1,
approximates sufficiently well the steps of the above algorithm (in case the projection
is rank-one), avoiding SVD computations all together.
We introduce the following notation that will be used throughout the analysis. For
vectors in Rd we let ‖·‖ denote the standard Euclidean norm, and for matrices in Rm×n
we let ‖·‖F denote the Frobenius (Euclidean) norm and we let ‖·‖2 denote the spectral
norm (largest singular value). For all t ∈ [T ], we define Xt :=
∑`
i=1 x
(i)
t x
(i)>
t , Qt :=∑`
i=1 q
(i)
t q
(i)>
t , Vt :=
∑`
i=1 v
(i)
t v
(i)>
t , and Mt :=
∑`
i=1 q
(i)
t v
(i)>
t + v
(i)
t q
(i)>
t . Note that
Xt = Qt + Mt + Vt. Recall that we let Q denote the covariance matrix associated with
the distribution D (as detailed in Assumption 1), and we let λ1(Q), . . . , λd(Q) denote
its eigenvalues in descending order. Also, we let x denote the leading eigenvector of Q,
which under Assumption 1, is unique. We also define Dt := Qt − ` · Q + Mt. Note
that Xt = ` · Q + Vt + Dt. Intuitively, under Assumption 1, 1`Dt converges to zero in
probability as `→∞.
We denote by S the spectrahedron, i.e., S := {W ∈ Rd×d |W  0,Tr(W) = 1}, and
we let ΠS [W] denote the Euclidean projection of a symmetric matrix W ∈ Rd×d onto S.
Our main building block towards proving Theorem 1 is to analyze the regret of a
different non-convex algorithm for Online PCA. The meta-algorithm, Algorithm 2, builds
on the standard convexification scheme for Online PCA, i.e., “lifting” the decision set from
the unit ball to the spectrahedron, however, instead of computing exact projections onto
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the spectrahedron, it follows a nonconvex approach of only approximating the projection
via a rank-one solution. We refer to it as a meta-algorithm, since for a given approximation
parameter γ, it only requires on each iteration to find an approximate leading eigenvector
of the matrix to be projected onto S. As in Algorithm 1, this algorithm also has two
variants, one which does not include an additional regularizing term, and one which does.
Note that a straightforward implementation of Algorithm 2 with γ = 0 corresponds to
updating wˆt+1 via accurate SVD of the d×(`+1) matrix (
√
1− ηtαwˆt,√ηtx(1)t , . . . ,
√
ηtx
(`)
t ),
which already yields an algorithm with O(`d) memory and O(`d) amortized runtime per
data-point.
Since we can always choose the regularization parameter α to be zero, in the sequel
our analysis focuses only on the regularized variant of Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Approximate Non-convex Rank-one Online Gradient Ascent
1: input: unit vector wˆ1, sequence of positive learning rates {ηt}t≥1, sequence of positive
approximation parameters {γt}t≥1, regularization parameter α ≥ 0
2: for t = 1 . . . T do
3: predict vector wˆt
4: observe ` vectors x
(1)
t , . . . ,x
(`)
t
5: wˆt+1 ← some unit vector satisfying: ‖wˆt+1wˆ>t+1 −wt+1w>t+1‖F ≤ γt, where wt+1
is the leading eigenvector of either
Wt+1 := wˆtwˆ
>
t + ηt
∑`
i=1 x
(i)
t x
(i)>
t {without regularization}
OR
Wt+1 := (1− ηtα)wˆtwˆ>t + ηt
∑`
i=1 x
(i)
t x
(i)>
t {with regularization}
6: end for
Lemma 2. Let w ∈ Rd be a unit vector and let X ∈ Rd×d be positive semidefinite. Let w′
be the leading eigenvector of the matrix W := (1− ηα)ww>+ ηX, for some η > 0, α ≥ 0
such that ηα < 1. If w>Xw ≥ λ1(X)+λ2(X)+α2 , then it follows that w′w′> = ΠS [W].
Proof. Recall w′ denotes the leading eigenvector of W and let y2, . . . ,yd denote the other
eigenvectors in non-increasing order (according to the corresponding eigenvalues). It is
well known that the projection of W onto S is given by
ΠS [W] = (λ1(W)− λ)w′w′> +
d∑
i=2
max{0, λi(W)− λ}yiy>i ,
where λ is a non-negative real scalar such that λ1(W)−λ+
∑d
i=2 max{λi(W)−λ, 0} = 1.
Thus, if we show that λ1(W) ≥ 1 + λ2(W), then it in particular follows that ΠS [W] =
w′w′>.
Note that on one hand,
λ1(W) ≥ w>Ww = 1− ηα+ ηw>Xw. (1)
On the other-hand, using the last inequality, we can also write
λ2(W) ≤ λ1(W) + λ2(W)−w>Ww
= λ1(W) + λ2(W)− 1 + ηα− ηw>Xw. (2)
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Using Ky Fan’s eigenvalue inequality, we have that
λ1(W) + λ2(W) = λ1((1− ηα)ww> + ηX) + λ2((1− ηα)ww> + ηX)
≤ λ1((1− ηα)ww>) + λ2((1− ηα)ww>) + λ1(ηX) + λ2(ηX)
= 1− ηα+ η (λ1(X) + λ2(X)) . (3)
Thus, by combining Eq. (1), (2), (3), we arrive at the following sufficient condition so
that w′w′> = ΠS [W]:
1− ηα+ ηw>Xw ≥ 1 + (1− ηα+ η (λ1(X) + λ2(X)))−
(
1− ηα+ ηw>Xw
)
,
which is equivalent to the condition w>Xw ≥ λ1(X)+λ2(X)2 + α2 .
Lemma 3. Suppose that on some iteration t of Algorithm 2 it holds that ηtα < 1 and
(wˆ>t x)
2 ≥ 1− δ(Q)− V
2 − `−1α
2λ1(Q)
+
2‖Dt‖
` · λ1(Q)
Then, wt+1w
>
t+1 = ΠS [Wt+1].
Proof. Recall that Xt :=
∑`
i=1 x
(i)
t x
(i)>
t and that Wt+1 = (1− ηtα)wˆtwˆ>t + ηtXt.
Using Lemma 2 it suffices to show that
wˆ>t Xtwˆt ≥
λ1(Xt) + λ2(Xt) + α
2
. (4)
On one hand we have
wˆ>t Xtwˆt = wˆ
>
t (` ·Q+Vt +Dt)wˆt ≥ ` · wˆ>t Qwˆt − ‖Dt‖
≥ `(wˆ>t x)2 · x>Qx− ‖Dt‖ = `(wˆ>t x)2 · λ1(Q)− ‖Dt‖. (5)
On the other hand,
λ1(Xt) + λ2(Xt) = λ1(` ·Q+Vt +Dt) + λ2(` ·Q+Vt +Dt)
≤
(a)
λ1(` ·Q+Vt) + λ2(` ·Q+Vt) + 2‖Dt‖
≤
(b)
λ1(` ·Q) + λ2(` ·Q) + λ1(Vt) + λ2(Vt) + 2‖Dt‖
≤ `(λ1(Q) + λ2(Q)) + Tr(Vt) + 2‖Dt‖
≤ `(λ1(Q) + λ2(Q) + V 2) + 2‖Dt‖, (6)
where (a) follows from Weyl’s eigenvalue inequality, and (b) follows from Ky Fan’s eigen-
value inequality.
Combining Eq. (4), (5), (6), we arrive at the following sufficient condition so that
wt+1w
>
t+1 = ΠS [Wt+1]:
(wˆ>t x)
2 ≥ λ1(Q) + λ2(Q) + V
2 + 4`−1‖Dt‖+ `−1α
2 · λ1(Q)
=
2λ1(Q)− δ(Q) + V 2 + 4`−1‖Dt‖+ `−1α
2λ1(Q)
= 1− δ(Q)− V
2 − `−1α
2λ1(Q)
+
2‖Dt‖
` · λ1(Q) .
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Lemma 4. Suppose that on some iteration t of Algorithm 2 it holds that (x>wˆt)2 ≥ 12 .
Then, for any learning rate ηt > 0 and α > 0 such that ηtα < 1, it holds that
(x>wt+1)2 ≥ (x>wˆt)2 + ηt`(1− (x
>wˆt)2) · δ(Q)− (x>wˆt)2V 2 − 4`−1‖Dt‖
λ1(Wt+1)− λ2(Wt+1) .
Proof. Fix some iteration t. We introduce the short notation w = wˆt, w
′ = wt+1,
W = Wt+1 = (1− ηtα)wˆtwˆ>t + ηtXt, λ1 = λ1(Wt+1), λ2 = λ2(Wt+1), and for all i ≥ 2,
yi is the eigenvector of Wt+1 associated with eigenvalue λi = λi(Wt+1).
It holds that
λ1w
′w′ +
d∑
i=2
λiyiy
>
i = W = (1− ηtα)ww> + ηtXt.
Thus, we have that
(x>w′)2 =
x>Wx−∑di=2 λi(x>yi)2
λ1
=
(1− ηtα)(x>w)2 + ηtx>Xtx−
∑d
i=2 λi(x
>yi)2
λ1
.
Note that
∑d
i=2 λi(x
>yi)2 ≤ λ2(‖x‖2 − (x>w′)2) = λ2(1 − (x>w′)2). Thus, we have
that
(x>w′)2 ≥ (1− ηtα)(x
>w)2 + ηtx>Xtx− λ2(1− (x>w′)2)
λ1
.
Rearranging we obtain,
(x>w′)2 ≥ (1− ηtα)(x
>w)2 + ηtx>Xtx− λ2
λ1 − λ2
= (x>w)2 +
ηtx
>Xtx+ (1− ηtα− λ1 + λ2)(x>w)2 − λ2
λ1 − λ2
= (x>w)2 +
ηtx
>Xtx+ (1− ηtα− (λ1 + λ2))(x>w)2 + λ2(2(x>w)2 − 1)
λ1 − λ2 .
Note that via Ky Fan’s inequality we have that
λ1 + λ2 ≤ λ1((1− ηtα)ww>) + λ2((1− ηtα)ww>) + λ1(ηtXt) + λ2(ηtXt)
= 1− ηtα+ ηt(λ1(Xt) + λ2(Xt)).
Also, λ2 = λ2((1− ηtα)ww> + ηtXt) ≥ λ2(ηtXt) = ηtλ2(Xt).
Thus, using our assumption that (x>w)2 ≥ 1/2, we have that
(x>w′)2 ≥ (x>w)2 + ηtx
>Xtx− (λ1(Xt) + λ2(Xt))(x>w)2 + λ2(Xt)(2(x>w)2 − 1)
λ1 − λ2 .
Note that
x>Xtx = x>(` ·Q+Vt +Dt)x ≥ x>(` ·Q+Dt)x ≥ ` · λ1(Q)− ‖Dt‖,
λ2(Xt) = λ2(` ·Q+Vt +Dt) ≥ λ2(` ·Q+Dt) ≥ ` · λ2(Q)− ‖Dt‖,
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λ1(Xt) + λ2(Xt) ≤
(a)
λ1(` ·Q) + λ2(` ·Q) + λ1(Vt +Dt) + λ2(Vt +Dt)
≤ `(λ1(Q) + λ2(Q)) + λ1(Vt) + λ2(Vt) + 2‖Dt‖
≤ `(λ1(Q) + λ2(Q)) + Tr(Vt) + 2‖Dt‖
≤ `(λ1(Q) + λ2(Q) + V 2) + 2‖Dt‖,
where (a) follows again from Ky Fan’s inequality.
Plugging-in all of the above bounds, we have that
(x>w′)2 ≥ (x>w)2
+ηt`
λ1(Q)− (λ1(Q) + λ2(Q) + V 2) · (x>w)2 + λ2(Q) · (2(x>w)2 − 1)− 4`−1‖Dt‖
λ1 − λ2
= (x>w)2 + ηt`
(1− (w>x)2) · (λ1(Q)− λ2(Q))− (x>w)2V 2 − 4`−1‖Dt‖
λ1 − λ2
= (x>w)2 + ηt`
(1− (x>w)2) · δ(Q)− (x>w)2V 2 − 4`−1‖Dt‖
λ1 − λ2 .
Lemma 5. Suppose that when applying Algorithm 2, the following conditions hold:
∀t ∈ [T ] : 1
`
‖Dt‖ ≤  ≤ 1
72λ1(Q)
(
δ(Q)2 − V 4 − 2V 2λ1(Q)
)
, (7)
ηt ≤ min
{ 
4`λ1(Q) · (V 2 + 4) ,
1
`(R+ V )2
}
,
γt ≤ min
{ 
4λ1(Q)
, 18ηt`
}
, and
α ≤ `
4(δ(Q) + V 2)
(
δ(Q)2 − V 4 − 2V 2λ1(Q)
)
,
(w>1 x)
2 ≥ 1− δ(Q)− V
2 − `−1α− 4
2λ1(Q)
.
Then, for all t ∈ [T ], wt+1w>t+1 = ΠS [Wt+1].
Proof. Note that under the assumptions of the lemma it holds on any iteration t that
ηtα < 1. Thus, in light of Lemma 3, it suffices to show that on each iteration t, it holds
that
(wˆ>t x)
2 ≥ 1− δ(Q)− V
2 − `−1α− 4
2λ1(Q)
.
We prove this inequality indeed holds for all t ∈ [T ] by induction. Note that for t = 1,
this clearly holds by our assumption on wˆ1.
Suppose now the assumption holds for some t ≥ 1. In the following we let λi denote
the ith largest eigenvalue of the matrix Wt+1 := (1− ηtα)wˆtwˆ>t + ηtXt. Note that under
the induction hypothesis and Assumption 1, it in particular holds that (wˆ>t x)2 ≥ 1/2,
and hence we can invoke Lemma 4.
We consider two cases. If (wˆ>t x)2 ≥ 1 − δ(Q)−V
2−`−1α−5
2λ1(Q)
, then using Lemma 4 we
have that
(w>t+1x)
2 ≥ 1− δ(Q)− V
2 − `−1α− 5
2λ1(Q)
− ηt`V
2 + 4
λ1 − λ2
≥
(a)
1− δ(Q)− V
2 − `−1α− 5
2λ1(Q)
− ηt`
(
V 2 + 4
)
,
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were (a) follows since under the induction hypothesis, we in particular have thatwt+1w
>
t+1 =
ΠS [Wt+1] (see Lemma 3), which in turn implies that λ1 ≥ 1 + λ2 (see proof of Lemma
2).
Thus, for any ηt ≤ 4`λ1(Q)·(V 2+4) we obtain
(w>t+1x)
2 ≥ 1− δ(Q)− V
2 − `−1α− 92
2λ1(Q)
.
Moreover, we have that
(wˆ>t+1x)
2 ≥ (w>t+1x)2 − ‖wt+1w>t+1 − wˆt+1wˆt+1‖F ≥ (w>t+1x)2 − γt
≥ 1− δ(Q)− V
2 − `−1α− 92
2λ1(Q)
− γt.
Thus, for any γt ≤ 4λ1(Q) the claim indeed holds for the first case.
On the other hand, in case (wˆ>t x)2 < 1− δ(Q)−V
2−`−1α−5
2λ1(Q)
, by an application of Lemma
4 we have that
(w>t+1x)
2 ≥ (wˆ>t x)2 + ηt`
(1− (wˆ>t x)2) · δ(Q)− (wˆ>t x)2V 2 − 4
λ1 − λ2
≥
(a)
(wˆ>t x)
2 + ηt`
δ(Q)− (δ(Q) + V 2)
(
1− δ(Q)−V 2−`−1α−52λ1(Q)
)
− 4
λ1 − λ2
= (wˆ>t x)
2 + ηt`
δ(Q)−V 2−`−1α−5
2λ1(Q)
· δ(Q)− V 2 ·
(
1− δ(Q)−V 2−`−1α−52λ1(Q)
)
− 4
λ1 − λ2
≥
(b)
(wˆ>t x)
2 + ηt`
δ(Q)−V 2−`−1α
2λ1(Q)
· δ(Q)− V 2 ·
(
1− δ(Q)−V 2−`−1α2λ1(Q)
)
− 9
λ1 − λ2
= (wˆ>t x)
2 + ηt`
δ(Q)2 − V 4 − 2V 2λ1(Q)− (δ(Q) + V 2)`−1α− 18λ1(Q)
2λ1(Q)(λ1 − λ2) ,
where (a) follows from our assumption on (wˆ>t x)2 in this second case, and (b) follows,
since Assumption 1 implies that max{δ(Q), V 2} ≤ λ1(Q).
Thus, for any
 ≤ 1
72λ1(Q)
(
δ(Q)2 − V 4 − 2V 2λ1(Q)
)
and
α ≤ `
4(δ(Q) + V 2)
(
δ(Q)2 − V 4 − 2V 2λ1(Q)
)
we have that
(w>t+1x)
2 ≥ (wˆ>t x)2 + ηt`
δ(Q)2 − V 4 − 2V 2λ1(Q)
4λ1(Q)(λ1 − λ2) .
Moreover, as before, we have that
(wˆ>t+1x)
2 ≥ (w>t+1x)2 − γt
≥ (wˆ>t x)2 + ηt`
δ(Q)2 − V 4 − 2V 2λ1(Q)
4λ1(Q)(λ1 − λ2) − γt
≥
(a)
(wˆ>t x)
2 + ηt`
δ(Q)2 − V 4 − 2V 2λ1(Q)
4λ1(Q)
− γt,
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where (a) follows since Assumption 1 implies that δ(Q)2−V 4− 2V 2λ1(Q) ≥ 0, and since
λ1 − λ2 ≤ λ1 ≤ 1− ηtα+ ηt‖Xt‖ ≤ 1 + ηt
∑`
i=1
‖q(i)t + v(i)t ‖2 ≤ 1 + ηt`(R+ V )2 ≤ 2,
where the last inequality follows from our assumption that ηt ≤ 1`(R+V )2 . Thus, for any
γt ≤ ηt` δ(Q)
2−V 4−2V 2λ1(Q)
4λ1(Q)
(which in particular holds for γt ≤ 18ηt`), we have that
(wˆ>t+1x)
2 ≥ (wˆ>t x)2 ≥ 1−
δ(Q)− V 2 − `−1α− 4
2λ1(Q)
,
as needed.
Lemma 6 (Convergence of Algorithm 2). Consider applying Algorithm 2 to a sequence of
vectors {(x(1)t , . . . ,x(`)t )}t∈[T ] which follow Assumption 1, and suppose that all conditions
stated in Lemma 5 hold. Then, for any unit vector w it holds that
T∑
t=1
∑`
i=1
(w>x(i)t )
2 −
T∑
t=1
∑`
i=1
(wˆ>t x
(i)
t )
2 ≤
1
η1
+
T∑
t=2
(
1− ηtα
2ηt
− 1
2ηt−1
)
‖wˆtwˆ>t −ww>‖2F
+
T∑
t=1
(
3
√
2
2
γt
ηt
+
ηt
2
(`2(R+ V )4 + α2)
)
.
Proof. Fix some unit vector w. By an application of Lemma 5, it holds for all t ∈ [T ]
that wt+1w
>
t+1 = ΠS [Wt+1].
Thus, using standard arguments5, we have that for all t ∈ [T ] it holds that
‖wt+1w>t+1 −ww>‖2F ≤ ‖Wt+1 −ww>‖2F
= ‖(1− ηtα)wˆtwˆ>t + ηtXt −ww>‖2F
= ‖wˆtwˆ>t −ww>‖2F
+2ηt(wˆtwˆ
>
t −ww>) • (Xt − αwˆtwˆ>t )
+η2t ‖Xt − αwˆtwˆ>t ‖2F .
Note that
‖wˆt+1wˆ>t+1 −ww>‖2F = ‖wˆt+1wˆ>t+1 +wt+1w>t+1 −wt+1w>t+1 −ww>‖2F
≤
(a)
‖wt+1w>t+1 −ww>‖2F + 3
√
2‖wt+1w>t+1 − wˆt+1wˆ>t+1‖F
≤ ‖wt+1w>t+1 −ww>‖2F + 3
√
2γt,
where (a) follows since for any two unit vectors y, z it holds that ‖yy> − zz>‖F ≤
√
2.
Note also that
2(wˆtwˆ
>
t −ww>) • (−αwˆtwˆ>t ) = −α(2− 2(w>wˆt)2) = −α‖wˆtwˆ>t −ww>‖2F .
5see for instance the analysis of Online Gradient Descent in [17]
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Combining the three bounds above, we obtain
(ww> − wˆtwˆ>t ) •Xt ≤
1
2ηt
(
(1− ηtα)‖wˆtwˆ>t −ww>‖2F − ‖wˆt+1wˆ>t+1 −ww>‖2F
)
+
3
√
2γt
2ηt
+
ηt
2
‖Xt − αwˆtwˆ>t ‖2F .
Note that ‖Xt − αwˆtwˆ>t ‖2F ≤ ‖Xt‖2F +α2. Summing over all iterations we obtain the
bound
T∑
t=1
w>Xtw −
T∑
t=1
wˆ>t Xtwˆt ≤
1− η1α
2η1
‖wˆ1wˆ>1 −ww>‖2F
+
T∑
t=2
(
1− ηtα
2ηt
− 1
2ηt−1
)
‖wˆtwˆ>t −ww>‖2F
+
T∑
t=1
(
3
√
2
2
γt
ηt
+
ηt
2
(‖Xt‖2F + α2)
)
.
Finally, note that ‖wˆ1wˆ>1 −ww>‖2F ≤ 2 and that under Assumption 1, it holds for
all t ∈ [T ] that
‖Xt‖F = ‖
∑`
i=1
x
(i)
t x
(i)>
t ‖F ≤
∑`
i=1
‖x(i)t x(i)>t ‖F =
∑`
i=1
‖x(i)t ‖2
=
∑`
i=1
‖q(i)t + v(i)t ‖2 ≤ `(R+ V )2. (8)
Hence, the lemma follows.
As an example, if we invoke Lemma 6 with a fixed learning rate η > 0 (i.e, ηt = η for
all t ∈ [T ]), zero regularization (α = 0), and γt = 0 for all t ∈ [T ], we get a regret bound
1
η
+
η
2
T`2(R+ V )4,
which by an appropriate choice of η and treating ` as a constant, yields the familiar
O(
√
T ) regret bound for Online Gradient Ascent with linear payoff functions [17]. A
Similar treatment with α > 0 and vanishing step-size can be shown (as we indeed show
in the sequel) to yield a O(log T ) regret bound.
3.1 Convergence of Algorithm 1
Lemma 7. Consider some iteration t of Algorithm 1, and let wt+1 denote the leading
eigenvector of the matrix Wt+1 := (1 + ηtα)wˆtwˆ
>
t + ηtXt. If ηt ≤ 13`(R+V )2 and α ≤
`(R+ V )2, then it holds that
‖wˆt+1wˆt+1 −wt+1w>t+1‖F ≤
√
33(ηt`(R+ V )
2)2.
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Proof. Let us denote by y2, . . . ,yd the (d − 1) non-leading eigenvectors of the matrix
Wt+1. Since both wt+1, wˆt+1 are unit vectors, we have that
‖wˆt+1wˆt+1 −wt+1w>t+1‖2F = 2
(
1− (wˆ>t+1wt+1)2
)
= 2
d∑
i=2
(wˆ>t+1yi)
2. (9)
Note that by the update rule of Algorithm 1 and since wˆt is a unit vector, the vector
wˆt+1 could be written as
wˆt+1 =
wˆt + ηt(Xtwˆt − αwˆt)
‖wˆt + ηt(Xtwˆt − αwˆt)‖
=
(
wˆtwˆ
>
t + ηt(Xt − αwˆtwˆ>t )
)
wˆt
‖(wˆtwˆ>t + ηt(Xt − αwˆtwˆ>t )) wˆt‖ = Wt+1wˆt‖Wt+1wˆt‖ .
Hence, wˆt+1, is the result of applying a single iteration of the well known Power Method
for leading eigenvector computation, initialized with the vector wˆt, to the matrix Wt+1.
Let us denote by y2, . . . ,yd the (d−1) non-leading eigenvectors of Wt+1. Using standard
arguments, see for instance Eq. (18) in [13], we have that
d∑
i=2
(wˆ>t+1yi)
2 ≤
∑d
i=2(wˆ
>
t yi)
2
(wˆ>t wt+1)2
(
λ2(Wt+1)
λ1(Wt+1)
)2
.
Since wˆt is a unit vector, we have that
∑d
i=2(wˆ
>
t yi)
2 = 1− (wˆ>t wt+1)2. Moreover, we
can bound
λ2(Wt+1)
λ1(Wt+1)
=
λ2((1− ηtα)wˆtwˆ>t + ηtXt)
λ1((1− ηtα)wˆtwˆ>t + ηtXt)
≤ λ2((1− ηtα)wˆtwˆ
>
t ) + λ1(ηtXt)
λ1((1− ηtα)wˆtwˆ>t )
≤ ηt‖Xt‖
1− ηtα,
where the first inequality follows from Weyl’s inequality for the eigenvalues. Thus,
plugging-in into Eq. (9), we have that
‖wˆt+1wˆt+1 −wt+1w>t+1‖2F ≤ 2
1− (wˆ>t wt+1)2
(wˆ>t wt+1)2
η2t ‖Xt‖2
(1− ηtα)2 . (10)
Using the Davis-Kahan sinθ theorem (see for instance Theorem 4 in [14]), we have
that
1− (wˆ>t wt+1)2 =
1
2
‖wˆtwˆ>t −wt+1w>t+1‖2F
≤ 4‖wˆtwˆ
>
t −Wt+1‖2
(λ1(wˆtwˆ>t )− λ2(wˆtwˆ>t ))2
=
4‖ηtαwˆtwˆ>t − ηtXt‖2
λ1(wˆtwˆ>t )2
≤ 4η2t max{‖Xt‖2, α2}.
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Plugging back into Eq. (10) and using the fact that ηt ≤ 13max{‖Xt‖,α} (see bound on
‖Xt‖ in Eq. (8)), we can conclude that
‖wˆt+1wˆt+1 −wt+1w>t+1‖2F ≤
8η4t ‖Xt‖2 max{‖Xt‖2, α2}
(1− 4η2t max{‖Xt‖2, α2})(1− ηtα)2
≤ 8η
4
t ‖Xt‖2 max{‖Xt‖2, α2}(
1− 49
) (
1− 13
)2
≤ 33(ηt`(R+ V )2)4,
where all inequalities follow from our assumptions on ηt, α and the bound (8).
Lemma 8 (Matrix Hoeffding). Under the conditions of Assumption 1, it holds for all
t ∈ [T ] and for all  > 0 that
Pr
(
‖1
`
Dt‖ ≥ 
)
≤ 2d · exp
(
− 
2`
128R4
)
.
Proof. By a straightforward application of the Matrix Hoeffding inequality (see for in-
stance [33]), we have for any fixed t ∈ [T ] that
Pr
(‖1` (Qt − ` ·Q)‖ ≥ ) ≤ d · exp(− 2`32R4) ,
Pr
(‖1`Mt‖ ≥ ) ≤ d · exp(− 2`32V 2R2) .
Thus, the lemma follows from applying both of the above bounds with parameter /2 and
noting that V 2 ≤ R2.
We can now finally prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof follows from straightforward application of the tools we
have developed thus-far.
We assume for simplicity that N = T · ` for our choice of `. Note this is without loss
of generality, since the remainder (N − ` · bN/`c) affects the bound in the theorem only
via lower-order terms.
Let us define  := δ(Q)
2−V 2(V 2+2λ1(Q))
72λ1(Q)
, and note this choice corresponds to Eq. (7).
Thus, for a certain ` = O(R4−2 log dTp ), we have by an application of Lemma 8 that
with probability at least 1− p it holds for all t ∈ [T ] that 1`‖Dt‖ ≤ . Define a constant
approximation parameter γt = γ =
√
33(η`(R+V )2)2 (which corresponds to the bound in
Lemma 7), where η = 1√
T`(R+V )2
is the fixed chosen learning rate stated in the theorem.
Note that for N large enough, all parameters , η, γ, wˆ1 satisfy the conditions of Lemma
5 and Lemma 7 with probability at least 1 − p, and thus, by invoking Lemma 6 (with
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α = 0 and constant γ, η), we have that with probability at least 1− p that
λ1
(
N∑
i=1
xix
>
i
)
−
T∑
t=1
∑`
i=1
(wˆ>t x
(i)
t )
2 ≤ 1
η
+ T
(
3
√
2
2
γ
η
+
η
2
`2(R+ V )4
)
=
(a)
1
η
+ T
(
3
√
66
2
η`2(R+ V )4 +
η
2
`2(R+ V )4
)
=
1
η
+
3
√
66 + 1
2
Tη`2(R+ V )4
=
(b)
O
(√
T`(R+ V )2
)
=
(c)
O
(√
N`(R+ V )2
)
,
where (a) follows from plugging the value of γ, (b) follows form plugging the value of η
and (c) follows since N = T · `. The theorem now follows from plugging-in the bound on
`.
Proof of Theorem 2. As in the proof of Theorem 1 we assume for simplicity that N = T ·`
for our choice of `. We define  and choose block-length ` exactly as in the proof of Theo-
rem 2, which implies that with probability at least 1−p it holds for all t ∈ [T ] that 1`‖Dt‖ ≤
. We set the regularization parameter to α = `
10(δ(Q)+V 2)
(
δ(Q)2 − V 4 − 2V 2λ1(Q)
)
which agrees with the requirements of Lemma 5 and Lemma 7. We set the approximation
parameter γt to γt =
√
33(ηt`(R + V )
2)2 (which corresponds to the bound in Lemma 7).
Finally, we set the learning rate on each iteration t to ηt =
1
αt+T0
, for
T0 = max{4`λ1(Q)(V
2 + 4)

, `(R+ V )2, 72`λ1(Q),
`(R+ V )4

}.
Note that this choice agrees with the requirements of Lemma 5 and Lemma 7 with respect
to both sequences {ηt}t≥1 and {γt}t≥1.
Thus, with the choice of initialization wˆ1 stated in the theorem, it follows all param-
eters , α, {ηt}t∈[T ], {γt}t∈[T ], wˆ1 satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5 and Lemma 7 with
probability at least 1− p, and thus, by invoking Lemma 6, we have that with probability
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at least 1− p that
λ1
(
N∑
i=1
xix
>
i
)
−
T∑
t=1
∑`
i=1
(wˆ>t x
(i)
t )
2 ≤
(a)
1
2
T∑
t=2
((αt+ T0)− α− ((t− 1)α+ T0)) ‖wˆtwˆ>t −ww>‖2F
+
1
η1
+
T∑
t=1
(
3
√
2
2
γt
ηt
+
ηt
2
(`2(R+ V )4 + α2)
)
=
1
η1
+
T∑
t=1
(
3
√
2
2
γt
ηt
+
ηt
2
(`2(R+ V )4 + α2)
)
=
(b)
(α+ T0) +
(
3
√
66`2(R+ V )4
2
+
`2(R+ V )4 + α2
2
)
T∑
t=1
ηt =
(α+ T0) +
(3
√
66 + 1)`2(R+ V )4 + α2
2
T∑
t=1
1
αt+ T0
≤
(α+ T0) +
(3
√
66 + 1)`2(R+ V )4 + α2
2α
T∑
t=1
1
t
≤
T0 +
(3
√
66 + 1)`2(R+ V )4 + 3α2
2α
(1 + log T ) ,
where (a) follows from Lemma 6 and our choice of learning rate, and (b) follows from our
choice of {γt}t∈[T ].
Note that
α = O
(
`
δ(Q) + V 2
(
δ2(Q)− V 4)) = O (`(δ(Q) + V 2)) = O(`(R+ V )2),
where in the last equality we have used the fact that δ(Q) ≤ λ1(Q) ≤ R2. Also, by simple
calculations we can see that T0 = O
(
`(R+V )4

)
. Thus, we have that
λ1
(
N∑
i=1
xix
>
i
)
−
T∑
t=1
∑`
i=1
(wˆ>t x
(i)
t )
2 = O
(
`(R+ V )4

+
`2(R+ V )4
α
log T
)
.
Note that α = Θ
(
`λ1(Q)
δ(Q)+V 2
)
and recall that ` = O
(
R4−2 log dTp
)
. Plugging these values
we obtain
λ1
(
N∑
i=1
xix
>
i
)
−
T∑
t=1
∑`
i=1
(wˆ>t x
(i)
t )
2 = O
(
R4(R+ V )4 log dTp
3
(
1 +
δ(Q) + V 2
λ1(Q)
log T
))
= O
(
R4(R+ V )4(δ(Q) + V 2)
3λ1(Q)
log(T ) log
(
dT
p
))
.
Finally, plugging the value of  we obtain the regret bound:
O
(
R4(R+ V )4(δ(Q) + V 2)λ1(Q)
2
(δ(Q)2 − V 4 − 2λ1(Q)V 2)3
log(T ) log
(
dT
p
))
,
and the theorem follows.
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3.2 Proof of Lemma 1 (”warm-start”)
Proof. Let wˆ1 be the leading eigenvector of the normalized covariance Xˆ =
1
n
∑n
i=1 xix
>
i ,
where for all i ∈ [n] xi = qi + vi. Clearly, E[Xˆ] = Q+ 1n
∑n
i=1 viv
>
i , and thus
‖Q− Xˆ‖2 ≤ 2‖Q− E[Xˆ]‖2 + 2‖Xˆ− E[Xˆ]‖2 = 2‖ 1
n
n∑
i=1
viv
>
i ‖2 + 2∆2,
where we use the notation ∆ = ‖Xˆ− E[Xˆ]‖. Via the Davis-Kahan sin θ theorem (see for
instance Theorem 4 in [14]) and using the short notation δ = δ(Q), we have that
(wˆ>1 x)
2 = 1− 1
2
‖wˆ1wˆ>1 − xx>‖2F ≥ 1− 4
‖Xˆ−Q‖2
δ2
≥ 1− 8V
4
δ2
− 8∆
2
δ2
.
Now, using the short notation λ1 = λ1(Q), the requirement
(wˆ>1 x)
2 ≥ 1− cδ − V
2
2λ1
(11)
boils down to the condition
8
V 4 + ∆2
δ2
≤ cδ − V
2
2λ1
⇐⇒ 16λ1V 4 + cδ2V 2 + 16λ1∆2 − cδ3 ≤ 0.
Solving the above inequality on the right for V 2, we obtain that (11) holds when V 2 is in
the interval:
0 ≤ V 2 ≤ −cδ
2 +
√
c2δ4 + 64λ1cδ3 − 1024λ21∆2
32λ1
.
In particular, for
∆ ≤
√
19cδ3/2
32
√
λ1
(12)
we obtain that (11) holds for
0 ≤ V 2 ≤ −cδ
2 +
√
c2δ4 + 45λ1cδ3
32λ1
.
Note that since c ∈ (0, 1] and λ1 ≥ δ, we have that λ1cδ3 ≥ c2δ4. Note also that√
45 >
√
32 + 1. Thus, we have that (11) holds for V 2 in the interval:
0 ≤ V 2 ≤
√
32cλ1δ3
32λ1
=
√
cδ3/2
4
√
2
√
λ1
.
We conclude the proof with the simple observation that using a standard Matrix
Hoeffding concentration bound (see for instance Lemma 8), it suffices to take n =
O
(
R4λ1 log(d/p)
cδ3
)
for the bound in (12) to hold with probability at least 1− p.
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4 Experiments
In this section we present empirical evidence which exhibit the convergence of our pro-
posed algorithms 1, 2 in practice and supports our theoretical claims.
We test the following algorithms. Algorithm 2 with block-size ` = 1, where wˆt+1 is
computed via rank-one SVD (R1-OGA), a similar algorithm which uses non-unit block-
size ` > 1 (BR1-OGA), the non-convex online gradient ascent, Algorithm 1, with unit
block-size ` = 1 (Nonconvex-OGA), and the convex online gradient ascent algorithm
[37, 17] (equivalent to Algorithm 2, but uses accurate Euclidean projections onto the
spectrahedron) with unit block-size (Conv-OGA). Since computing that exact projection
for Conv-OGA via a full SVD is highly time consuming, we approximate it by extracting
only the five leading components. Finally, we record the regret of the initial “warm-start”
vector wˆ1 (BaseVec), which serves as the initialization for all algorithms. For all datasets
we plot for each iteration t the average-regret up to time t against the leading eigenvector
in hindsight (which is computed w.r.t. all data). For all algorithms introduced in this
paper (that is, R1-OGA, BR1-OGA, Nonconvex-OGA) we focus for simplicity on the
non-regularized version (i.e., we set α = 0).
We consider the following three datasets.
Synthetic: a random dataset is constructed by generating Gaussian zero-mean data
with a random covariance matrix Q with eigenvalues λi = 15 · 0.3i−1 for all i ∈ [d], and
perturbing them using independent Gaussian zero-mean noise with random covariance
matrix V with eigenvalues µi = 3 · 0.3i−1 for all i ∈ [d], where we use d = 100. We set
the number of data points to N = 10000, and we compute the initialization wˆ1 for all
algorithms by computing the leading eigenvector of a sample of size 100 (i.e., 1% of N)
based on samples from the covariance Q only. For the algorithm BR1-OGA we set ` = 10.
We average the results of 30 i.i.d. experiments.
MNIST: we use the training set of the MNIST handwritten digit recognition dataset [24]
which contains 60000 28x28 images, which we split into N = 59400 images for testing,
while 600 images (i.e., 1% of data) are used to compute the initialization wˆ1. For the
algorithm BR1-OGA we set ` = 5.
CIFAR10: we use the CIFAR10 tiny image dataset [23] which contains 50000 32x32
images in RGB format. We convert the images to grayscale and use N = 49900 images
for testing and 100 images (i.e., 0.2% of data) are used to compute the initialization. For
BR1-OGA we set ` = 5.
The results for all three datasets are given in figure 1. It can be seen that indeed
all algorithms improve significantly over the “warm-start” base vector. We also see that
all algorithms indeed attain low average-regret, and in particular are competitive with
OGA which follows a convex approach (up to the approximation of the projection via
thin SVD).
To further examine the applicability of our theoretical approach, for all datasets,
we recorded for algorithm BR1-OGA the fraction of projection errors, i.e., the precent of
number of iterations t on which the projection of the matrix Wt+1 = wˆtwˆ
>
t +ηXt onto the
spectrahedron S is not a rank-one matrix. The results are 6.24%, 0.26%, 0%, for synthetic,
MNIST and CIFAR10, respectively. These low error rates indeed support our theoretical
analysis which hinges on showing that under our data model (recall Assumption 1) and
given a ”warm-start’” initialization, the projections of the matrices Wt in Algorithm 2
are always rank-one.
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Figure 1: Average-regret of tested algorithms.
5 Discussion
In this paper we took a step forward towards understanding the ability of highly-efficient
non-convex online algorithms to minimize regret in adversarial online learning settings.
We focused on the particular problem of online principal component analysis with k = 1,
and showed that under a ”semi-adversarial” model, in which the data follows a stochastic
distribution with adversarial perturbations, and given a “warm-start” initialization, the
natural nonconvex online gradient ascent indeed guarantees sublinear regret. Our theory
is further supported by empirical evidence.
We hope this work will motivate further research on online nonconvex optimization
with global convergence guarantees. Future directions of interest may include extending
our analysis to a wider regime of parameters, and extracting k principal components at
once. Also, it is interesting if in the standard adversarial setting, it can be shown that
online nonconvex gradient ascent achieves low-regret, or on the other-hand, to show that
there exist instances on which it cannot guarantee non-trivial regret. Finally, moving
beyond PCA, other online learning problems of interest that may benefit from a non-
convex approach include online matrix completion [18, 21], and of course, provable online
learning of deep networks.
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